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Roy Watson's Tiger Moth ZS-UKW and vintage Alfa
Romeo and Rolls Royce at the Chapter 322 Project Visit
to Krugersdorp Airfield.

Thanks to all those who submitted photos and news stories this month, we are always looking for cover pictures with some
artistic merit, like this one taken by Karl Jensen. So if you have taken a stunning picture at an EAA event or of a members
aircraft then please share it with us. Likewise keep sending us your articles, stories and snippets. We want your news - Gus

Sat 28 February
Aero Club Annual Sling,
Bushbaby & Chopper Fly-in
Bethlehem

Wed 04 March
Chapter 322 Meeting
Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall
Edenvale

Sat 07 March
The Coves Breakfast Fly-in
admin@thecoves.co.za

Fri 27 -28 March
Wings & Wheels
Uitenhage

Sat 21 March
Touring Motor Glider Fly-in
Kittyhawk

Fri 28 March
Aero Club fun navigation rally
Bethlehem izak@motsu.co.za

15-17 May Please get involved and show your support for our newest EAA Chapter in South Africa. Our EAA of SA National
President will be handing over the Certificate of Inauguration to the EAA Chapter 1500 Bethlehem during this weekend. There
is fine scenery to fly over in the Bethlehem and Golden Gate area. Accommodation in the area is reasonably priced, Avgas is
on tap and the great hospitality needs to be experienced to be believed. Don't miss this weekend! - Karl Jensen
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Two ‘Cold War’ Royal Air Force (RAF) Heroes
grace the stage of the EAA Auditorium
- Gordon Dyne

Last Thursday 12 February, the audience at the
EAA Auditorium was privileged to listen to
stories from two heroes of the Cold-War.
Namely Louis Nel and Colin Francis. Two South
Africans flying with the Royal Air Force in the
late 1950s.
It was a hot, humid evening and the auditorium
was packed to over-flowing. The generator was
primed ready to go in the event of ‘load
shedding.’ Organiser Jeremy Woods thinks of
everything! Fortunately the God of Aviators was on hand to
prevent anyone from Eskom attempting to ruin our evening.
The Flying Doctor and resident Master of Ceremonies Mike
Brown was his usual brilliant self and had soon put Louis and
Colin completely at ease.

Mike Brown squeezed some great stories
from both Louis and Colin and seeing these
two delightful, charming, modest and
humble septuagenarians, it is hard to
visualise and understand the enormous
responsibility that these young men had.
Not just flying and navigating this
behemoth of a nuclear bomber, but
knowing that they had the power at their
finger-tips to start or retaliate to a nuclear
war which would wipe out hundreds of
thousands of innocent civilians whose only
crime was being in the wrong place at the
wrong time.
I always wondered how the USAF’s Colonel
Paul Tibbets must have felt after dropping the
first atomic bomb from the Enola Gay on
Hiroshima. After listening to Louis and Colin, I
think I could better understand Tibbets’
rationale of: ‘It was only a job!’
Astonishing.
This brilliant talk was supported and
illustrated by an exceptional audio-visual
slide and video presentation: The ‘Vulcan
Effect’ put together by Captain Karl Jensen.
Who could forget the howl of those four
mighty Bristol Olympus engines after it had
reverberated through the auditorium?
What a splendid roar! Thank you very
much Karl. It was a fabulous presentation. It really brought to
life these amazing aircraft whose heyday was long before most
of the audience was born!

So ended another memorable evening with the EAA Flying
Legends Talk Show. Well done Jeremy and your better half
After 1945, instead of a period of peace the world entered an Anne-Louise for all the wonderful organisation. Well done
era of severe political tension. For more than four decades,
Doc. Brown. You let these two heroes open their hearts and
the world was on the brink of a global nuclear war. Full-scale
the evening just flowed. Great stuff. Thank you too to the
war between East and West was averted through the concept braaiers, Jeremy’s Man Friday Alson Khumalo for all his hard
of mutually assured destruction. Retired SAA Captain Louis Nel work behind the scenes and the other volunteers who made
and Colin Francis (Navigator), both members of the Royal Air
the evening such a success.
Force Officers’ Club in Johannesburg are two of those who
served on the so-called ‘V Force’ under RAF Bomber Command For more information on EAA’s Flying Legends Talk Show
which consisted of three highly capable nuclear bomber
please contact Jeremy Woods on eaa.talkshow@icon.co.za.
types. These were the Handley-Page Victor, the Vickers Valiant Thank you.
and the Avro Vulcan. Louis and Colin both served
with distinction on the Avro Vulcan which is the
most recognisable of the V-bombers. The Vulcan was
an impressive aircraft for its time and remains so to
this day, being a favourite of airshow audiences both
old and young. The type incorporated many
advances in technology and aerodynamics yet was
designed in the years just after WW2 to a
challenging requirement to fly long distances and
drop nuclear bombs on cities in the heart of the
Warsaw Pact. Thankfully the only war in which the
Vulcan ever took part was a conventional one - the
Falklands War in 1982.
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Colin Francis and Louis Nel with Dr Mike Brown

Francois Potgieter Chapter 778
Port Elizabeth
THE WEATHER DICTATED!
On Sunday morning early the rain was coming down in
buckets! At PE airport it was raining with dark clouds rolling in
from the west. None of the other guys flying were around, so
driving to Uitenhage was the only thing to do.
And the rain kept falling. The Uitenhage guys said it was okay
by them. Well, once at Uitenhage, there were already a few
people milling around and so it did not seem such a ‘disaster’
as imagined. The guys from Plett said they were not coming,
but the St Francis guys drove through, and quite a few PE
members as well!
Two planes from PE got there on Special VFR out of PE, and
came up the Swartkops river valley. They were Russell Phillips
and his wife in his Whisper-X and Mitch in a FV7 with Edward
Sharp along. Well, what a surprise to have about 70 people

present at our first EAA 778 Breakfast Fly-in.
I was amazed at the dedication of the people involved, and the
EAA members, for taking the trouble to come out and make it
a pleasant day!
The weather, in the meantime, did not hold up, and rain
squalls came through every now and then. The ladies of
Uitenhage Club worked ceaselessly to prepare the food, even
though their electrical power had been cut! Shows what
wonders can be done with gas bottles and skottels.
A chap, Piet ‘van die toring’, was present and he gave a talk on
the new 130.35 ‘Below the TMA’ Special Rules of PE.
Interestingly, they are planning to raise the top of the Specials
Rules, which is 2000ft at the moment, to 2500ft, so that you
could fly right over Progress at 2000ft, without even speaking
to them. ATC are really trying to make GA flying radio
procedures friendly around the Friendly City.
Russell Phillips had planned a ‘Round the Mountain’
race, but due to the poor turnout of aircraft, only
Russell and Mitch did the run. No winners were
declared, so till next time when there hopefully will
be a stronger field...
So from me, thanks to everyone who made it, and
also to those from far away, who were snookered
by the weather.
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PART 3 - Roy de Stadler Chapter 973 Krugersdorp
Flying Flea build project.
Mignet’s designs were based on materials you can get from
your local hardware shop but times have changed. Spruce and
Douglas Fir need deep pockets but Mike Spence suggested
that I use Saligna for the framework. The use of this wood for
aircraft was pioneered by Anton Maneschijne and the CSIR. I
contacted Anton and the CSIR and also visited Pieter Bosch
who was building aircraft from Saligna, and from them I
established the selection criteria. Then it was off to a timber
merchant where they allowed me break up stacks and select
what I wanted. I have found that you can gain special privilege
by telling people you are building an aircraft and by producing
a photo of the aircraft. I think they feel sorry for you!
Saligna is stronger than Spruce and also denser although the
density can vary considerably. From break tests I did, I
established a relationship between density and strength and
on occasions took the kitchen scale and a measuring tape with
me to the timber store so that I could select the density that I
wanted. See the simple break testing apparatus in the photo.
It is an approved method used by the glider boys in Aus. As
you can see the sample is cut to size, clamped in place and
weights added to the bucket until the sample breaks. I first
placed lead weights in the bucket and then added water
slowly. Could not be simpler and I used it to check all the
timber that I used (see photos).
I used 1.5 and 3mm Birch plywood. Lovely stuff, lovely price
too…. But I could not find any cheaper grades of waterproof
plywood.
Epoxy glue - There are numerous options but Mike suggested
that I speak to CIBA who recommended a thixotropic Araldite
glue which was very easy to work with. The two components
had to be weighed out but I found this to be a good discipline
which ensured a consistent quality. I know others will disagree
with me but the precision this method offered fitted in with
my industrial experience. Of course I tested sample glue joins
and there were never any suspect test pieces. All wooden
structures are painted with epoxy varnish which makes it easy
to glue on any extra blocks, etc. which may be required.
Metal work – Suffice to say that I used chrome-moly 4130 and
a Swedish steel, Domex, for steel components and 6061-T6
and 2024-T3 aluminium where specified. I made the metal
fittings by hand, using a hacksaw to rough cut them and a
bench grinder and files to finish them.
Hardware – I opted for the AN system, mainly because it is of
assured quality and is such an easy system to work with, but it
has become exorbitantly expensive.
Major tools – I have only a modest workshop and I largely
made do with what I have:
Circular saw and planer/thicknesser combination – thus I could
buy raw planks and cut what I wanted. I don’t think our local
timber shops could provide satisfactorily cut strips etc.?
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Jig saw – I used this extensively on wood and ply, a band saw
would have been nice to have but not essential.
Bench sander – useful to trim bits to size. I also used it to clean
up the ribs and other wood parts after glueing.
Drill press – essential!
A major requirement is clamps – you will never have enough!
Every time I went shopping I looked around and picked up
anything that looked like a bargain. I got a lot of very cheap Gclamps on one occasion, a lot of battery spring clamps on
another. Clothes pegs have their uses and don’t turn your
nose up at homemade clamps (see photo). I found that they
worked very well and of course you can choose your own
dimensions to suit. You don’t have to buy all those expensive
clamps!

Costs – Don’t record them, it’s too depressing. It’s your hobby
isn’t it?
Think ahead – What will the next steps be? Look at the
sequence. Don’t glue yourself into a corner!

Photos of some jigs are shown. Some comments are:
Plywood scarfing – The table is inclined at an angle. Note the
lovely straight scarf produced.
Wooden jigs – I use a glue gun to knock up this simple jig –
very quick and easy.
Drilling guide – Note the inserts for different size drills. The
bushes that carry the inserts were made from a single tube
which was epoxied in place and from which the centre section
was then cut out. You can’t weld in these bushes due to heat
distortion. The EAA website has an adjustable version like this
one.
Long drill – this was made by epoxying a tube
onto the shank of a stepped drill.

Lateral thinking and Inventiveness – My powers of problem
solving have greatly increased as a result of this project. Avoid
fixation on one idea, that’s what lateral thinking is all about.
Every problem has a solution – I have spent many days
pondering over something that would only take 30 minutes to
do. Sometimes I have gone to bed thinking about a problem
and would wake up in the morning with the germ of an idea.
My experience proves that a complete newby can build an
aircraft from plans. Best of all, I have had the satisfaction of
creating something beautiful, learning new skills, making new
friends and having a lot of fun doing it.

- VIVE LE SPORT DE L’AIR! -

The current status is shown in the photos.
Construction is complete except for the forward
wing supports and control rods. I still
need to play around with the position of
the wing in order to achieve the optimum
centre of gravity.
Homebuilding teaches you lots of things.
(That’s one reason why we should get
the youngsters involved):
Scrounging – One of the first things Mike
said to me was, “You must become a
scrounger!” Many people have leftovers
from projects gathering dust so help
them out by asking for them!
Time - It will take longer than you think
so don’t get hung up on a time table. Just
take it one day at a time.
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31 Jan 2015 - Karl Jensen Chapter 322 Johannesburg
Trixie Heron, the EAA PR Officer, organised this most
interesting and enjoyable outing. The Project Visit was widely
publicised at the January 322 monthly meeting, in the minutes
and by a personal reminder to all members. About 25 members
participated, commencing with a breakfast hosted by the
Krugersdorp Flying Club. We were joined by a fly-in of 6 Tiger
Moths and a Stampe and a gaggle of EAAers’ aircraft, as well as
some interesting vintage cars.
The members visited the 322 Teddy build project in Kevin
Hopper’s Skyworx hangar where Marie Reddy and Neville du
Piesani were jigging up the stabilizer components in
preparation for welding. Marie has made a scrapbook on the
Teddy build which she is enthusiastically leading. Catch a wakeup, gentlemen!
Mr Tiger Moth ,Ted Ph

elps, and Mike Spence
, EAA of SA
founder chairman, at FA
KR

We then visited Andy Lawrence’s magnificent RV-10 project
that is at an advanced stage of construction. This
project commenced 7 years ago as a ‘quick-build’. The
standard of workmanship can only be described in
superlatives. We were given a talk by Andy on this, his
3rd aircraft build with a 1947 Piper Cruiser waiting in
the wings as his next project in about a year hence.
Next stop was at Peter Lastrucci’s hangar where he is
at the covering stage of his Piper Cruiser rebuild.
Peter gave an illuminating talk on the 0-320 engine
that he has built for the Cruiser. Peter and brother
Paul (EAA National President) have enormous insight
into the workings of aero engines which they use in
their Air Power SA business and share freely with all
and sundry – wonderful guys!

Paul Lastrucci expl

aining engine issue
s
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Marie Reddy works on the Teddy build, with Neville du Piesanie and Neil Gibb

Peter is concurrently building a Bell 47 look-alike which he
calls a Batcopter. It is going to be a delight to see Pete flying
this heli wearing a Batman outfit with his underpants worn on
the outside.

Unfortunately, active thunderstorms approached FAKR at
lunchtime, so those members who flew in and all the biplanes
took off to flee the weather. We had intended to have a braai
at the Krugersdorp FC for lunch. All aircraft reached their
destinations safely and only Jonty Caplan flying a Super Cub
back to Bara-G was forced to return to FAKR - good safety
decision Jonty, well done!

Peter Lastrucci's Batcopter

Peter & Paul Lastrucci's Super Cruiser rebuild
Marie Reddy’s Teddy Scrapbook

Visiting Andy Lawrence's RV-10 project
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As I forecast, there was standing room only at the February
meeting of EAA Chapter 322
- Gordon Dyne
On a glorious balmy evening, Wednesday 04 February, some
160 members, friends and visitors of EAA Chapter 322 came
together for the February meeting of this large and vibrant
Chapter at the usual venue of the Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall in
Dowerglen! Everyone there had something in common! They
were all barmy about aviation! A greater bunch of guys and
gals one could not wish to meet!
Wally and Ann Ferreira were at their posts as usual slaking our
thirsts and filling our tummies. Thank you both and Hayley
Hooper who assisted Wally in the bar, from us all. Hayley
makes a fabulous barman or should that be barperson in these
politically correct times?
At 19h00 sharp, our beloved septuagenarian and evergreen
Chairman Captain Karl Jensen called the meeting to order and
everyone took their seats in the hall. The overhead fans were
working overtime to keep the temperature down. Karl, tanned
and looking incredibly healthy after a week at the coast,
opened the proceedings with a couple of risqué jokes before
introducing the evening’s guests.
With us were SAA Training Captain Nigel Hopkins, a legend in
his own lifetime and a world champion aerobatic pilot. Nigel
confessed he was missing his 15th wedding anniversary to be
at the meeting that evening. A brave man indeed, but we
already know that from his amazing flying. He wouldn’t even
notice the ‘rolling pin’ in his wife’s hands when he arrived
home. I am sure doctors would advise Nigel that he might
walk again and possibly fly again, but not for a while!
With Nigel was Air France Captain Eric Vazeille, a former
World Unlimited Aerobatic Champion and current French
National Aerobatic Coach. Welcome, Eric, to our humble
meeting place.
Nigel then proceeded to introduce the evening’s main speaker
– Frank Versteegh, who is a Dutch, former World Champion
aerobatic pilot and a Red Bull Pilot. Anyone who has watched
the Red Bull Pylon racing, either in the flesh or on television,
knows one has to be amongst the world’s best to be selected
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to race in this amazing event which takes place in some
wonderful locations around the world. These pilots have
seriously large ‘cajones’! One does not just enter. One has to
be invited to join the event. Our own the late Glenn Dell had a
couple of seasons with the Red Bull Racing performing with
the world’s very best pilots.
Just digressing, I happened to glance around the room and
took stock of the men and women who were there, a veritable
collection of pilots old and young. We had airline pilots,
aerobatic pilots, military pilots from the RAF, the RRAF
(Rhodesian) and the SAAF, civilian commercial pilots,
instructors, helicopter pilots, a member of the Special Forces
who took part in the controversial battle of Cassinga in 1978, a
world champion teenager in radio controlled aircraft,
parachutists, microlight pilots and countless Private Pilots to
name, but a few. Where else in the world would one find such
an esteemed gathering of aviators on one solitary evening? An
amazing multitude of humanity! All gathered under one roof
due to the charisma of Chairman Karl Jensen.
Forgive my digression. Frank, in his perfect English, gave us the
most wonderfully humorous talk for more than 90 minutes on
his flying career to which we listened with mouths agape! It
would take another 5000 words to write up his CV, so I will
just write that Frank at 61 years of age has flown in more than
1,250 aerobatic displays in 160 types of aircraft.

I thought I had done well with about six aircraft on my licence!
Thank you very much, Frank, for an amazing presentation.
Frank gave without doubt the best talk to which we have ever
listened. Please come back again soon, Frank. For more
information on Frank Veerstegh, visit his website
www.frankversteegh.nl
After a quick interlude as time was pressing on, the meeting
settled down to the usual formalities. There was the ‘swindle’
draw. There were the ‘minutes’, a talk on the forthcoming
safari sortie into Botswana, Finance, Young Eagles,
Auditorium, ‘CONTACT’ Forthcoming and past events,
Operation Cuba, on behalf of paraplegic Air Force Mirage pilot
Arthur Piercy, and general. All in all a very comprehensive
meeting. I am sure EAA’s gorgeous secretary Marie Reddy
captured every pearl of wisdom which you may read all about
when the minutes are forwarded to all and sundry in a few
days’ time. Thank you, Marie. An onerous task handled with
much aplomb.

So ended another memorable Chapter 322 meeting. The
success is all thanks to the magnetic draw, charisma, charm
and humour aided by 53 years of flying experience of our
Chairman Captain Karl Jensen. Thank you Captain for ‘drawing’
us in month after month after month.
Our next meeting will be Wednesday 04 March. That date is
popular member Brian Appleton’s 50th birthday, so I am sure
he will be buying us drinks all night! Do come along. Help us
spend Brian’s money, of which he has loads and have a
humdinger of an evening with 322!
For more information on EAA Chapter 322 – South Africa’s
biggest and most active EAA Chapter, please visit its website
www.eaa.org.za or contact the ubiquitous, hardworking PRO,
vivacious Trixie Heron on editor@afskies.co.za
Thank you.

- Marie Reddy Chapter 322
Saturday 14th Feb, was not just Valentine’s day, but
also a productive Teddy Build day ! Both the rudder
and horizontal stabilizer structures are complete.
After measuring and assembling the correct jig, these
were put in place and tacked. Kevin Hopper, Neville
du Piesanie and young Dylan were superstars on this
build day. Lunch was our incentive for completing this
task when were not able to function without
sustenance any longer. Thanks to our supporters Deena Gounden, Trixie Heron, Karl Jensen, Kevin
Marsden… you guys are stars for showing your
constant support for this project. Neil Gibb, your
tools were a lifesaver, thank you.
Our final product of the day is shown in the photo
taken by Neels Lemmer.
Roy Watson invited me to go along to Bara to
see Tiger Moths flying formation on 15 Feb…
or so I understood. This was actually a
workshop for Tiger Moth Formation flying
and, even for me, it was interesting.

C140, showing off their formation skills. A discussion followed
on a recap and learning from photos and videos taken. Roel
departed back to FAKR and Courtney, accompanied by brother
Patrick, Miles, Jan and Brian completed a few circuits before
breaking to head off home in their various directions.

There were a total of 7 guys. Courtney Watson did most of the Marie Reddy Chapter 322
talking, taking us through his guidelines
presented as a ‘work in progress’. Miles
Sutherland and Jan Loubser came all
the way from Springs, and Roel
Stausebach flew across from FAKR in
his Stampe. Brian Davidson also flew
from FAKR in a C140, and of course Roy
was there, as well as Jeff and Sharlene
Earle who were also present for the
discussion.
After the chatting, we had a quick
lunch. They were all keen to get out
and practise some formation
flying. Courtney, flanked by Miles and
Jan, were first up to give us a few
circuits of formation flying. Next
was Roel in his Stampe and Brian in the
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Hi Gus,
Karl tells me he sent you some pics of my new
project, a Cessna 172 Skyhawk, and that I should
send some pics of my B17G Flying Fortress, which I
brought to the Club Meeting at the end of last year.
It is a 45" wingspan and I added all sorts of details, just for fun, not
especially to scale, like the cockpit!
It is actually quite a lot of fun, as you can actually go on the Net
and get pics of the actual plane you are building, and I found a lot
of incorrect detail in the kit supplied, compared with actual
'walk-around' pics! If you find these interesting I have other
planes which I started building, to keep me occupied, about six
or seven years ago!
All the best, Neil Gibb, Chapter 322

EAA member Neil Fenton
(ex-Special Forces) standing by the Nanchang. I
flew her from the front.
We had a ‘ball’!
Neil does not fly, but he is adamant that
he wants to start learning this year. It is up
to us all to encourage him.
Gordon Dyne, Chapter 322 Johannesburg

CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Gus and edited with love and
kisses by Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike.
Remember that this is your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to Gus (contact@eaa.org.za)
or Trixie (editor@afskies.co.za).
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